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Abstract In 2013, as part of the French NAOS (Novel Argo Oceanic observing System) program, five profiling floats equipped with nitrate sensors (SUNA-V2) together with CTD and bio-optical sensors were deployed in the Mediterranean Sea. At present day, more than 500 profiles of physical and biological parameters were acquired, and significantly increased the number of available nitrate data in the Mediterranean Sea. Results obtained from floats confirm the general view of the basin, and the well-known west-to-east gradient of oligotrophy. At seasonal scale, the north western Mediterranean displays a clear temperate pattern sustained by both deep winter mixed layer and shallow nitracline. The other sampled areas follow a subtropical regime (nitracline depth and mixed layer depth are generally decoupled). Float data also permit to highlight the major contribution of high-frequency processes in controlling the nitrate supply during winter in the north western Mediterranean Sea and in altering the nitrate stock in subsurface in the eastern basin.

1. Introduction

The Mediterranean Sea (Med), which extends from 30°N to 45°N, is an elongated semienclosed basin, geographically positioned in the transition zone between temperate and subtropical environments. It is divided into two (western and eastern) subbasins, linked via the shallow (~500 m-depth) Sicilian strait. Overall, according to the definition given by Longhurst et al. [1995], the Med is considered an oligotrophic province: it is a low nutrient concentration basin, and one of the largest nutrient-depleted areas in the world [Siokou-Frangou et al., 2010; Sverdrup et al., 1942]. Nutrient molar ratios in the basin display anomalous values, compared to those of other oceanic regions [see Ribera d’Alcalà et al., 2003 for a review].

Recent studies [e.g., D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà, 2009; Lazzari et al., 2012; Siokou-Frangou et al., 2010; Pujo-Pay et al., 2011] have also evidenced the coexistence of different biogeochemical regimes. At climatological scale, a subtropical-like regime (characterized by very low biomass values and by a smoothed seasonality of physical dynamics) dominates almost the entire Med, while a temperate-like regime (with high value of spring biomass) is found in some specific areas (i.e., in the north western Med, the Southern Adriatic Sea, and the Rhodes gyre area) [Bosc et al., 2004; D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà, 2009; Gačić et al., 2002; Ignatiades et al., 2009; Lavigne et al., 2013].

The general nutrient depletion of the basin is consensual, and for the most related to the antiestuarine circulation of the Med [Durrieu de Madron et al., 2011]. The few nutrients available in the Atlantic surface inflow entering the Mediterranean Sea are consumed along the way to the eastern basin and exported to intermediate and deep water [Crise et al., 1999; Lazzari et al., 2012]. This results in a negative nutrient budget at Gibraltar [Coste et al., 1988; Crispì et al., 2001] and in a west-to-east gradient of oligotrophy [Manca et al., 2004; Moutin and Prieur, 2012; Pujo-Pay et al., 2011]. Moreover, external sources (mainly atmospheric inputs) and organic forms are considered to be relevant to modify the available stock [Bartoli et al., 2005; Violaki et al., 2015]. The coexistence of temperate-like and subtropical-
like is generally related to the geographical variability of the winter mixed layer depth (MLD) that induces or not the refueling of nutrients to the surface layer [D’Ortenzio et al., 2014; Gačić et al., 2002; Lavigne et al., 2013].

Superimposed on this general low nutrient picture, several sporadic mechanisms, such as local mesoscale activity, may induce nutrient refueling to surface layers and then favor phytoplankton growth [Jenkins et al., 2008; Krom et al., 1992; Ledwell et al., 2008]. In the Med, the presence of such structures was clearly evidenced from remote sensing [Hamad et al., 2006; Larnicol et al., 1995; Millot, 1991; Robinson et al., 1991; Mkhinini et al., 2014]. Nevertheless, characterized by short duration and sparse geographical occurrence, these structures are hardly detectable from in situ measurements, and their contributions to biogeochemical budgets are only obtained by modeling [Crise et al., 1999, 1998]. At basin scale, and except very few areas (where long-term sampling stations exist) [Marty et al., 2002], even seasonal/interannual variability is often poorly characterized, at least for the biogeochemical compartments [Pasqueron de Fommervault et al., 2015a]. The main cause of this lack of knowledge is the scarcity of field data (notably when meteorological conditions are bad), which is particularly critical regarding nutrient concentrations. This prevents the accurate description of many processes often occurring at scales that are too small to be observable with usual sampling approaches.

Recently, the development of automatized platforms (gliders, buoys, profiling floats, etc.) allowed the emergence of high-frequency annual and multiannual time series, for physical [Bosse et al., 2015; D’Ortenzio et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2013; Ruiz et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2008], biological [Boss et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2007; Niewiadomska et al., 2008; Xing et al., 2011], and chemical observations [Johnson et al., 2010]. In the Med (more specifically in the north western Med), the first use of profiling floats with nitrate sensors was successful and demonstrated the great potentialities of the approach, even in the conditions as those of the basin (i.e., at the limits of the accuracy of the automatic sensors) [see D’Ortenzio et al., 2014]. Following this first attempt, and with the aim to sample a larger area, 12 profiling floats embarking bio-optical sensors together with CTD [hereafter Bio-Argo] [Leymarie et al., 2013], see Figure 1) were deployed in the Med over the period April–July 2013, as part of the French NAOS program (http://www.naos-equipepx.fr/). Five of them were equipped with nitrate sensors (SUNA-V2), and they were deployed in the north western Mediterranean basin (NW Med), the Tyrrenhian Sea (TYR), the Ionian Sea (ION), and the Levantine
Sea (LEV), with the objective to sample contrasted trophic regimes and to characterize the west-to-east gradient of the basin.

In this paper, we focus on chemical data, which are restricted to nitrate concentrations (hereinafter referred to as \([\text{NO}_3]\)) since the autonomous measurement of other elements from profiling floats is not yet possible (although phosphate is generally considered the limiting factor in the Med) [Krom et al., 2010]. For the first time in the Med, we present high-frequency \([\text{NO}_3]\) time series, using the NAOS Bio-Argo floats, in four different areas. Considering that \([\text{NO}_3]\) floats profiles derive from an optical measurement, a significant effort was invested to calibrate those profiles. Therefore, in this study, we present data processing and quality control on the nitrate float data specifically developed for the Med. We particularly focus on the Mediterranean annual cycle of \([\text{NO}_3]\), related to density field, MLD dynamics and satellite (altimetry) data, and on its geographical differences. We discuss in more detail than previous studies, the links between physical dynamics at short time scale and the \([\text{NO}_3]\) temporal evolution. A comparison with existing historical database permitted also to evidence barely perceptible processes and to evaluate the role of interannual variability. Last, the response of phytoplankton to \([\text{NO}_3]\) vertical distribution was investigated.

2. Data

2.1. AVISO Sea Level Anomaly

For the analysis of the large and mesoscale physical conditions, altimetry-derived maps of Sea Level Anomaly (SLA) produced by Ssalto/Duacs and distributed by AVISO, with support from CNES (http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs) were used. Data are gridded and provided in Delayed Time with a spatial resolution of 1/8°. Note that the horizontal resolution is of the order of the internal deformation radius in the Med, meaning that only mesoscalles structures with a radius larger than ~10–12 km could be identified from this data [Mkhinini et al., 2014].

2.2. Nitrate Historical Database

The historical database consists of 5318 nitrate concentration profiles assembled for the whole Med over the 1961–2010 period. Data were obtained from the MEDAR-MEDATLAS [Maillard et al., 2005], MATER [Maillard et al., 2002], and SESAME (http://www.sesame-ip.eu) programs as well as from specific cruises, and compiled by Lavezza et al. [2011]. The resulting data set is an inventory of several cruises, operators, methods, etc. and reveals a strong heterogeneity. The quality control procedure described by Lavigne et al. [2013] was applied to remove spikes, outliers, and incomplete profiles (less than five valid data points). To our knowledge, the data set is the most complete for the Med, but in spite of the high number of available profiles (2564 after the quality control procedure), large areas of the basin are undersampled and the temporal resolution remains quite low.

Surface nitrate concentrations \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) and nitrate concentrations at depth \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{deep}}\) were calculated as the mean value in the 0–30 and 900–1100 m-depth layers, respectively. The data set was then split in to four geographic areas along a 4° latitude width transect, supposed to be representative of the bioregions [in the sense of D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà, 2009] where floats were deployed (i.e., NW Med, TYR, LEV, and ION, see dashed lines in Figure 2).

2.3. Floats Database

The float database is composed of five time series obtained by five Bio-Argo floats deployed in the Med and equipped with SUNA sensors (PROVBIO-V2). The PROVBIO-V2 is based on the PROVOR CT54 profiling float (http://www.nke-instrumentation.fr/). The float is equipped with chlorophyll (Chl) and colored dissolved organic matter fluorometers, optical backscattering coefficient, photosynthetically available radiation sensors, and three wavelength irradiance radiometers. It is additionally equipped with iodium telemetry, allowing a double way communication and then the capability to modify sampling strategy during the mission. The nitrate sensor was externally clamped to the float suitcase around 1.5 m below the CTD intake (Figure 1).

As an Argo float, Bio-Argo floats spent most of the time at depth (i.e., 1000 m for the Med floats), starting a profile at a given temporal resolution, and transmitting data at the end of the profiling phase (i.e., at surface). Temporal sampling for the Med floats was initially fixed to 5 days, to be increased up to a daily resolution during specific periods (i.e., winter-to-spring transition). As part of the general deployment strategy of
the NAOS Bio-Argo floats in the Med, which was driven by the existing Med bioregionalization [D'Ortenzio and Ribera d'Alcalá, 2009] (see also the NAOS roadmap for the Med, http://goo.gl/kUJvWc), the deployment plan for the NO$_3$ floats was specifically driven by the requirement to cover the west-to-east gradient of decreasing [NO$_3$]. One float (lovbio017b) was deployed in the NW Med on April 2013 and its position was relatively stable during the whole mission for almost a year (145 profiles). In the TYR, the float lovbio042c was deployed in June 2013, although after nine profiles it experienced severe technical issues, and it was recovered and replaced by the lovbio039b in July 2013. However, after 59 profiles, also the lovbio039b failed. The two TYR time series were then assembled and considered as a single series. However, the resulting time series did not complete an annual cycle. The lovbio016c and the lovbio018c were respectively launched in the ION and the LEV in May 2013. At present day (June 2015), they are still operational. An overview of practical information about float missions is given in Table 1, and float trajectories can be viewed in Figure 2.

[NO$_3$] estimations were performed from 0 to 1000 m-depth (about 10 m resolution in the 0–250 m layer, and 30 m in the remaining range). [NO$_3$] estimations (values computed by the SUNA software in real time, see below), as well as raw data (i.e., absorbance spectrum from 217 to 250 nm) were transmitted. Specific calibration and quality control procedures were performed, which are developed in section 3. Overall, floats collected 489 [NO$_3$] profiles over the years 2013–2014, and, compared to the historical database, the resulting database is very homogenous, although limited to a restricted period and to specific areas. Temperature, salinity, and fluorescence profiles were also collected, through a higher vertical resolution. For temperature and salinity, the sampling rate was about 1 m in the 0–100 m layer and 10 m at depth, and for fluorescence it was around 1 m from 0 to 250 m and 5 m below. Argo and Bio-Argo real-time quality control procedures were then applied [Schmechtig et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2014], and fluorescence data were converted into [Chl] according to the protocol of Lavigne et al. [2012].

Table 1. Overview of Practical Information About Float Mission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Float</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>First Profile</th>
<th>Profile Number</th>
<th>Last Profile</th>
<th>Current State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio017b</td>
<td>NW Med</td>
<td>9 Apr 2013</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>4 May 2014</td>
<td>Dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio042c</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>16 Jun 2013</td>
<td>009</td>
<td>7 Jul 2013</td>
<td>Dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio039b</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>23 Jul 2013</td>
<td>059</td>
<td>27 Mar 2014</td>
<td>Dead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio016c</td>
<td>ION</td>
<td>26 May 2013</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2 Jan 2014</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio018c</td>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>16 May 2013</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>21 May 2014</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Map of deep nitrate concentrations (average values below 800 m depth) in the Med. Data are interpolated using a triangle-based cubic method. Black lines represent float trajectories, and dashed lines limit the four areas considered for seasonal analysis (NW Med, TYR, LEV, and ION).
3. Nitrate Sensor Calibration and Quality Control

3.1. Nitrate Sensor Calibration

The SUNA sensor has been developed for the direct determination of $[\text{NO}_3]$ by deconvoluting the measured light absorption at ultraviolet wavelengths with a dedicated algorithm [D’Ortenzio et al., 2012; Johnson and Coletti, 2002; Johnson et al., 2010, 2013]. Recently, an improved algorithm (the Temperature Compensated Salinity Subtracted [TCSS]) has been developed to account for the temperature dependence of bromide spectra and its influence on the ultraviolet deconvolution [Sakamoto et al., 2009]. In the Med, the TCSS algorithm required slight modifications, for the most related to the extremely high values of temperature observed and to the requirement to increase accuracy in an environment of very low $[\text{NO}_3]$.

The observed biases (described further) were detected on the whole float database, and more specifically evidenced, when direct comparisons with available $[\text{NO}_3]$ profiles obtained by colorimetric measurements were carried out (i.e., at the lovbio017b and lovbio042c deployments). Corrections were then initially determined on the lovbio017b and lovbio042c floats, to be further applied to the whole database.

A bias in $[\text{NO}_3]$ was observed when temperature was higher than 20°C (see supporting information S1 for an example). The bias, which is related to the specific optical characteristics of each sensor, was corrected by modifying the wavelength offset ($w_l$) used in the TCSS algorithm [Sakamoto et al., 2009]. Spikes or aberrant values were also detected on the vertical profiles of $[\text{NO}_3]$, in particular when layers with strong temperature and salinity gradients were sampled. The distance on the float between the position of the CTD and the SUNA sensors (about 1.5 m) is likely the origin of this error, as temperature and salinity measurements used by the TCSS algorithm were not relative to the water portion sampled by the SUNA. The bias was then corrected by using, in the TCSS algorithm, temperature and salinity values obtained linearly the CTD profile at the depth of the SUNA. Another error was detected by comparison with climatological values obtained interpolating the direct determination of $[\text{NO}_3]$ at depth (average value between 800 and 1000 m depth) versus cycle number. Offsets were then calculated by comparison with climatological values in summer (i.e., when $[\text{NO}_3]$ is supposed to be exhausted in surface). The calibration coefficients for the whole database are given in Table 2.

3.2. Quality Control

For $[\text{NO}_3]$ profiles, a specific quality control was developed. All the data points acquired in surface, i.e., when the pressure measured by the CTD was negative, were discarded (23 points). A test for spike was then performed [Johnson et al., 2009; Johnson and Coletti, 2002; Johnson et al., 2010, 2013]. Spikes or aberrant values were also detected on the vertical profiles of $[\text{NO}_3]$, in particular when layers with strong temperature and salinity gradients were sampled. The distance on the float between the position of the CTD and the SUNA sensors (about 1.5 m) is likely the origin of this error, as temperature and salinity measurements used by the TCSS algorithm were not relative to the water portion sampled by the SUNA. The bias was then corrected by using, in the TCSS algorithm, temperature and salinity values obtained linearly the CTD profile at the depth of the SUNA. Another error was detected by comparison with climatological values, with a TCSS overestimation up to 60% at 1000 m depth. Although a natural variability was always possible, the lack of any pressure correction terms in the spectral model of the TCSS algorithm was considered the primary source of this error. The pressure effect, again, could be particularly significant (and thus, observable) in the Med, where $[\text{NO}_3]$ deep concentrations are strongly lower than those measured in other environments [see for example, Johnson et al. 2013]. A pressure dependence of bromide spectra was suspected, and an empirical additional correction was applied to the extinction coefficient of seawater (equation (1)):

$$ESW_{(\lambda,T_0,P)} = ESW_{(\lambda,T_0)} \cdot \left(1 - f \cdot \frac{P}{1000}\right)$$

where $ESW_{(\lambda,T_0,P)}$ is the modified extinction coefficient of seawater corrected to in situ pressure, $ESW_{(\lambda,T_0)}$ is the extinction coefficient of seawater given by Sakamoto et al. [2009], $P$ is the pressure, and $f$ the correction factor that corresponds to 2% per 1000 dbar. This latter value was derived considering the lovbio017b and lovbio042c deployment profiles (to impose match with colorimetric values at depth) and also by a dedicated test in the Villefranche-sur-Mer Bay (detailed in supporting information S2).

Finally, the SUNA sensor could be affected by an instrumental drift when long-term missions are performed [see Johnson et al., 2013]. The correction method proposed by Johnson et al. [2013] has been here slightly adapted to the specific Med conditions. The long-term drift was initially determined from the slope of a linear regression of $[\text{NO}_3]$ at depth (average value between 800 and 1000 m depth) versus cycle number. Offsets were then calculated by comparison with climatological values in summer (i.e., when $[\text{NO}_3]$ is supposed to be exhausted in surface). The calibration coefficients for the whole database are given in Table 2.

### Table 2. Calibration Coefficient for Nitrate Concentration Profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Float</th>
<th>$w_l$ (m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Offset ($\mu$mol L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Drift ($\mu$mol L$^{-1}$ prof$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio017b</td>
<td>208.0</td>
<td>+0.3</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio042c</td>
<td>210.0</td>
<td>−3.9</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio039b</td>
<td>208.0</td>
<td>−0.7</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio016c</td>
<td>209.0</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>−0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovbio018c</td>
<td>208.5</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
applied using three \([\text{NO}_3]\) consecutive measurements. The product \((P_n)\) of two consecutive slopes was computed and compared to a threshold values (equation (2)).

\[
P_n = \frac{\text{RangeMin} - \text{RangeMin} \cdot \frac{\text{RangeMax} - \text{RangeMax} \cdot \frac{|\text{NO}_3|_p - |\text{NO}_3|_{p-1}}{P_i - P_{i-1}}}{|\text{NO}_3|_{p+1} - |\text{NO}_3|_p}}
\]

where \(P\) is the pressure, \(|\text{NO}_3|_p\), the nitrate measurement being tested as a spike, and \(|\text{NO}_3|_{p-1}\) and \(|\text{NO}_3|_{p+1}\), the values immediately above and below, respectively. \(|\text{NO}_3|_p\) was flagged when \(P_n\) was lower than \(-0.008\) (determined from visual inspection), meaning that a steep inversion of the slope exists (i.e., low \(P_n\) value). Data that failed the test were flagged as spikes (i.e., bad data) and removed from the data set. Because spike might be sometimes caused by several points, the test was reiterated until no additional bad data were identified. A total of 583 points were removed, essentially above 100 m depth.

Two diagnostic tests were then applied to check measurement accuracy (Kenneth S. Johnson, personal communication, 2014). In the first one, the absorbance of the in situ spectrum at the first wavelength greater than 240 nm was computed. If this value was higher than 1.1, the data point was discarded. The rationale of the test is that the measured absorbance spectrum is not necessarily dominated by \([\text{NO}_3]\) (due, for example, to elevated bisulfide concentration) [Johnson and Coletti, 2002; Ogura and Hanya, 1966], and the application of the TCSS algorithm concentration, using the 217–240 nm range, may not be correct. In the second diagnostic test, the root-mean-square error of the residuals of the predicted absorbance spectrum from the measured spectrum over the range 217–240 nm is calculated. Data points exhibiting a root-mean-square error greater than 0.003 were discarded. Finally, a regional test range was applied by comparing the obtained concentrations to a minimal and a maximal acceptable value (\(\text{RangeMin}\) and \(\text{RangeMax}\), respectively). At each depth, and over a 1° grid encompassing the whole Med, \(\text{RangeMin}\) and \(\text{RangeMax}\) values were obtained from annual climatologies by applying (equations (3) and (4)).

\[
\text{RangeMax} = \text{Clim} \cdot (1 + 0.3)
\]

\[
\text{RangeMin} = \min \left( \text{Clim} \cdot (1 - 0.3), \max \left( -2, \frac{\text{Clim} \cdot (1 - 0.3) + 2}{1000 - 250} \cdot (P + 250) - 2 \right) \right)
\]

where \(\text{Clim}\) is the climatological value calculated as the mean in a 1° latitude longitude grid in the depth range 900–1100 m and \(P\) is the pressure (see supporting information S3 for graphical representation). From the above, more or less 30% variability is accepted around the deep value. The quality control removed 2.5% of the total data set.

### 3.3. Detection Limit

The limit of detection given by the manufacturer is \(~2\ \mu M\) (http://satlantic.com/node/355), and it is determined as 3 times the standard deviation of the blank \([\text{NO}_3]\). A precise quantification of the measurement accuracy, after the procedure presented above, is difficult because reference measurements from bottle samples are too scarce. However, consistently to the manufacturer procedure, we calculated 3 times the standard deviation of a subset of data containing only surface measurements (0–30 m) from May to October, when \([\text{NO}_3]\) values are theoretically 0 \(\mu M\) in surface [Lavigne et al., 2013]. Using an important number of data points (1153), we obtained a detection limit of \(~1\ \mu M\). Thus, it can be argued that the calibration procedures improved the accuracy given by the manufacturer by a factor of 2.

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Climatological Nitrate Concentrations at Basin Scale

The spatial distribution of \([\text{NO}_3]\) at 1000 m depth (\([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{deep}}\)) obtained from the historical database confirms most of the previous findings on the Med \([\text{NO}_3]\) field. The more relevant feature is the well-known west-east gradient of decreasing concentrations [Manca et al., 2004; Moutin and Prieur, 2012; Pujo-Pay et al., 2011]. Mean concentration at 1000 m depth is 8.1 ± 0.7 \(\mu M\) in the western basin and 5.0 ± 0.7 \(\mu M\) in the eastern basin. \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{deep}}\) Values are particularly low in the Aegean Sea (north of the Cretan island) with concentrations under 4 \(\mu M\). The seasonal variability was studied in the four selected areas (NW Med, TYR, ION, and LEV Figure 2), by calculating monthly climatological values of \([\text{NO}_3]\) (averaging values regardless of the year) at both surface (in the 0–30 m layer, \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) Figure 3a) and depth (900–1100 m layer,
In the NW Med, [NO$_3$]$_{\text{deep}}$ are almost constant over time even if summer/fall concentrations are slightly higher than during winter/spring. On the other hand, seasonality is observed in surface. [NO$_3$]$_{\text{surf}}$ increase is observed in November/December (Figure 3a), with 18 and 29% of the available profiles exceeding 0.5 µM, respectively, Table 3). At the surface, maximum values are retrieved in January, and concentrations remain high in February and March (2 µM on average, and 15% of the profiles exceeding 4 µM in surface), to fall down in April and for the rest of the year ([NO$_3$]$_{\text{surf}}$ always under 0.5 µM). The variability (i.e., error bars around mean values) is generally low, except from November to March, indicating an important variability in the measured [NO$_3$]$_{\text{surf}}$ during this period. A similar pattern (i.e., [NO$_3$]$_{\text{surf}}$ increase in winter-early spring and [NO$_3$]$_{\text{surf}}$ ~0 µM otherwise) is also observed in the other regions, although with slight differences in the timing, the duration and even more the intensity of the increase. In the TYR and ION, median values of [NO$_3$] slightly increase at surface during January and February, which suggests that limited inputs can be observed, depending on the year. Indeed, 15% (January) and 33% (February) of the surface data exceed 0.5 µM for the TYR, and 30% of the data (both January and February) in the ION (Table 3). In the LEV, the...
increase in surface is delayed of 1 month: values greater than 0.5 \(\mu M\) are observed in February and March (14 and 66%, respectively). With the exception of these periods (January/February for TYR and ION, February/March for the LEV), the percentage of \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) values exceeding 0.5 \(\mu M\) is 0% during the rest of the year. Again, \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{deep}}\) are generally constant over time (even slightly decreasing in winter/spring period in the TYR, as for the NW Med), but the dispersion of data hides any clear seasonal pattern.

The first depth of the isocline 1 \(\mu M\) was also calculated and considered as a proxy of the nitracline depth \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) [Lavigne et al., 2013; Van Wambeke et al., 2009]. The choice of the threshold value is rather arbitrary, but in accordance with the detection limit (\(1/C_{\text{24}}\)). Thus, in the following, \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) is assumed to separate upper nitrate-depleted waters from lower nitrate-richer waters. The observed west-to-east gradient in the \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{deep}}\) distribution is logically reflected in the summer \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) (calculated from May to September, Figure 4a). \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) median values are relatively constant around 60–80 m in the western basin (0°E–13°E), to sharply increase (around 150 m) in the eastern basin, with the absolute maximum observed in the easternmost regions of the basin (>25°E). The maximum variability in the nitracline depth is observed in the Ionian Basin (between 15° and 20° latitude), keeping in mind that the number of observations is very low. The shape of the \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{gradient}}\) is also pertinent to characterize the nitracline [Omand and Mahadevan, 2015]. Thus, the slope of the nitracline (see legend of Figure 4 for definition) was also computed, and, not surprisingly, we observed a weakening of the gradient from west-to-east, by a factor of 10.


4.2.1. The North Western Mediterranean Sea: lovbio017b

From June to August 2013, the MLD (calculated using a 0.03 kg m\(^{-3}\) density criterion) [D’Ortenzio et al., 2005; de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004], observed by the float in the NW Med was permanently shallow (MLD ~19 m, Table 4). Surface water was totally nitrate depleted over about 60 m depth, with a \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) under the detection limit (Figures 5a and 6a). Later, from September to November 2013, the mixed layer progressively deepened and the \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) decreased concomitantly to be around 40 m in November 2013. During this period, an isopycnal uplift was also observed, and the deep nitrate reservoir was found closer to the surface (although \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) are maintained permanently low). Conditions dramatically changed in December, when an intense increase of the \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) was observed. Surface concentrations were approximately 5–6 \(\mu M\), decreasing only in late February 2013 (Figures 5a and 6a). During the same period (December–February), a succession of mixed layer deepening events was also observed, at a time scale shorter than a month. The mixed layer extended constantly deeper than the \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\), as the latter was permanently observed at surface. The MLD reached an annual maximum value of 242 m on 4 February 2014. In March–April, the mixed layer progressively shallows, although deepening events still occurred. \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) was concomitantly decreasing, and a sharp deepening of the \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) was observed, punctuated, however, by events of MLD deepening that, again, reached the \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\). If seasonal and short time scale \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) values were highly variable at surface, \([\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}\) at depth was stable all along the time series. Below 500 m depth (Figures 5a and 6b), \([\text{NO}_3]\) was permanently stable around (~8.6 \(\mu M\)) for most of the time series. At subsurface layers (150–500 m), and despite
mixing events that modified episodically the concentrations, \([\text{NO}_3]\) field was also constant and with values practically equal to those measured at depth (\(8.2 \text{ M}\)).

4.2.2. The Tyrrhenian Sea: lovbio039b and lovbio042c

Covering only the summer-to-winter transition in 2013–2014, the time series acquired in the TYR is the shortest among these of the Mediterranean Bio-Argo floats. From June to August, a thin and stable MLD was observed (Figure 5b and Table 4), and \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) was shallow, around 80 m depth. From September to November, MLD progressively extended, from 10 to 55 m, and the vertical distance between \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) and MLD decreased (as \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\) was constant). Later, from December to February, the mixed layer was still deepening, although episodic events of stratification occurred, as shown by the shallow MLD mean value (38 m). During this period, the maximum observed MLD (75 m) was close to the depth of \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\). The two interfaces (MLD and \(Z_{\text{NO}_3}\)) were then very close, though never crossing, during the whole period November–February. As a
consequence, the deep NO$_3$ stock was never reached by mixing processes, neither occasionally, and surface waters exhibit very low and constant [NO$_3$]$_{surf}$ values ([NO$_3$]$_{surf}$ $<$ detection limit). At subsurface layers (100–300 m) and, more generally, below the Z$_{NO3}$, [NO$_3$] is temporally constant, until early March. Then, the float approached coasts, which generated a general isopycnal deepening, and [NO$_3$] at depth shifted from 8 to less than 7 m.

4.2.3. The Ionian Sea: lovbio016c

The lovbio016c float deployed in the ION basin observed a shallow MLD all along the considered year (Figure 5c). From June to November 2013, the very low MLD was paralleled by a deep Z$_{NO3}$ located around 130–140 m-depth (Table 4). [NO$_3$]$_{surf}$ was also very low (under the estimated detection limit, Figure 6a). From late November 2013, the MLD evolution became more chaotic: it extended regularly (with a maximum value, of 82 m, Table 4), although events of shallow MLD were observed. During this period, Z$_{NO3}$ was relatively stable (Z$_{NO3}$ mean value around 100 m over the November–February period, Table 4) and close to MLD, although the two interfaces remained separated. No increase in [NO$_3$]$_{surf}$ was observed ([NO$_3$]$_{surf}$ still under detection limit). Two episodes were detected: the first one occurring in late November, and the second in late January. In both cases, subsurface [NO$_3$] increased, to be higher than 4 μM at 300 m depth. In April, the MLD progressively decreased, to stabilize during the rest of the time series (summer 2014). In May 2014, however, another change in the characteristics of the water columns was observed, clearly identified by the deepening of the isopycnals and of the Z$_{NO3}$ depth. Stable values were again observed in October (and in November/December, not shown), when the float escaped from this third structure.

All along the time series, [NO$_3$]$_{surf}$ were low, and their distribution over the 50 first meters was relatively unaffected by the seasonal (atmospherically driven) forcing. On the other hand, the main variations were all observed in the subsurface layers.

4.2.4. The Levantine Sea: lovbio018c

During summer 2013 (June–August), the lovbio018c float, deployed in the LEV basin, observed a shallow and constant MLD, with an average value of about 18 m. In September–December, the mixed layer progressively deepened, though during several consecutive events, shallow MLDs were recorded. In January, the MLD...
reached its annual maximum (124 m), with also a high mean value (65 m, Table 4). During the winter period, the mean temporal trend of $Z_{NO3}$ was decreasing, resulting in a reduced distance between the two interfaces (i.e., MLD and $Z_{NO3}$). However, they never crossed, and, consequently, $[NO3]_{surf}$ was durably under the detection limit. After its annual maximum in February, the MLD decreased, to be permanently shallow from March and for the rest of the time series (Figure 5d). $Z_{NO3}$ was more variable, though, it was observed between 100 m (winter) and 150 m (spring and summer), on average. Overall, $[NO3]_{deep}$ was very stable and around 5 $\mu$M (Figure 6b), whereas $[NO3]_{surf}$ was permanently lower than the estimated detection limit (Figure 6a). However, important fluctuations around the mean values were observed for MLD and $Z_{NO3}$. They were generally associated with a succession of uplift and downlift of the isopycnals and they coincide to important modifications of $[NO3]$ of the water column, particularly in the subsurface layers (i.e., 100–400 m). From late August to early December, an isopycnal downlift of about 150 m was observed and the $[NO3]$ distribution of the water column was strongly modified. During this period, and apart from 3 weeks in November, $[NO3]$ in subsurface dramatically decreased, to be around 2 $\mu$M. From the end of December to the end of April, $[NO3]$ in subsurface increased overall, and pulses of high $[NO3]$ were regularly observed. Note, however, that $[NO3]_{surf}$ was permanently under the detection limit during these events. For the rest of the considered time series, the float followed the bathymetric isoline of 1500 m, flowing all along the Egyptian coasts (Figure 2). $[NO3]$ values came back to the level observed at the beginning of the time series (i.e., June 2013), and also their vertical distributions were similar, with a stable $Z_{NO3}$ at about 150 m. 

Figure 6. $[NO3]$ float times-series (a) in surface layer (0–30 m) and (b) at depth (900–1100 m).
However, [NO₃]surf are fairly constant and D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalá of the lovbio017b float were unambiguously obtained in a unique area (i.e., the “Bloom” bioregion in the evoked to explain the high [NO₃]surf values in winter [Gacić et al., 2002; Sverdrup et al., 1942], should be reexamined. Increase of the [NO₃]surf was, in fact, observed, despite a shallow MLD and without deep convection (during which a complete homogenization of the water column can be observed, e.g., in winter 2012) [D’Ortenzio et al., 2014; Durrieu de Madron et al., 2013]. In addition, the depth reached by the mixed layer seemed to poorly determine the resulting mean quantity of available NO₃ in surface (Figures 5a and 6a). Indeed, relatively shallow MLD (i.e., greater than 80 m) should be able to trigger high [NO₃]surf in winter are different (the historical database showing systematically lower values than those from float). The monthly resolution of the database, as well as the averaging procedures, might explain the difference: if only values of [NO₃]surf > 4 μM are accounted during the December–March period, 15% and seasonal patterns of nutrient supply potentially occurs in the first 200 m. A possible explanation has been recently proposed [Durrieu de Madron et al., 2014], and it is related to the permanent cyclonic circulation of the NW Med that maintains high [NO₃] in subsurface layers in early winter [Robinson et al., 2001]. Shallow summer ZNO₃ (~60–80 m on average, Figures 4a and 5a) and strong [NO₃] vertical gradient observed in the NW Med (~100 μmol m⁻³, Figure 4b) seems then to play a role at least as important as the winter MLD in controlling the NO₃ supply to the surface layer in winter. There is a point, however, that demands a deeper analysis. If the temporal evolution is similar between the historical database and float observations, the absolute values of [NO₃]surf in winter are different (the historical database showing systematically lower values than those from float). The monthly resolution of the database, as well as the averaging procedures, might explain the difference: if only values of [NO₃]surf > 4 μM are accounted during the December–March period, 15% and 35% profiles are observed, respectively in the historical database and in the float data. The historical database is probably biased by undersampling in situations of high [NO₃]surf, which are directly generated by severe weather conditions.

In the TYR region, the climatological winter MLD [D’Ortenzio et al., 2005; Houpert et al., 2015] may potentially reach the climatological summer ZNO₃ (around 60 m, Figure 4a). However, [NO₃]surf are fairly constant and around 0 μM in the historical data set (Figure 6a), indicating that the increase of [NO₃] in surface layers, even episodic, is not relevant. During the limited period of float observations, no increase in [NO₃]surf was observed, indeed (Figures 5b and 6a), and summer ZNO₃ was found deeper than the annual maximum MLD value (Table 4). The interplay between MLD and ZNO₃ interfaces in the TYR appears then unable to provide an efficient nutrient supply at surface, but it cannot be excluded that, some years, seasonal processes could be determinant, thanks to a shallow and steep nitracline. Historical and float data seemingly confirm the classification of the TYR as a subtropical regime proposed by D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà [2009], even if

### Table 4. Seasonal Characteristics of Float Transects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>MLD mean (m)</th>
<th>MLD max (m)</th>
<th>ZNO₃ mean (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NW Med</td>
<td>Jun–Aug</td>
<td>19 ± 10</td>
<td>57 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep–Nov</td>
<td>29 ± 12</td>
<td>40 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec–Feb</td>
<td>70 ± 60</td>
<td>0 ± 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar–May</td>
<td>29 ± 22</td>
<td>30 ± 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>Jun–Aug</td>
<td>12 ± 1</td>
<td>84 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep–Nov</td>
<td>32 ± 13</td>
<td>73 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec–Feb</td>
<td>38 ± 17</td>
<td>74 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar–May</td>
<td>34 ± 14</td>
<td>90 ± 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ION</td>
<td>Jun–Aug</td>
<td>16 ± 4</td>
<td>138 ± 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep–Nov</td>
<td>31 ± 10</td>
<td>131 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec–Feb</td>
<td>45 ± 18</td>
<td>100 ± 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar–May</td>
<td>31 ± 16</td>
<td>93 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>Jun–Aug</td>
<td>19 ± 6</td>
<td>151 ± 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sep–Nov</td>
<td>49 ± 18</td>
<td>171 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dec–Feb</td>
<td>65 ± 35</td>
<td>145 ± 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mar–May</td>
<td>22 ± 12</td>
<td>72 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Column 1: mean value of the MLD, column 2: maximum value of the MLD, and column 3: mean value of ZNO₃.
In the eastern basin (i.e., ION and LEV areas), the analysis of the historical data set evidences $[\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}$ around 0 $\mu$M all along the year (Figure 3a), which is typical of subtropical-like regimes, where the seasonality of surface $[\text{NO}_3]$ is less marked [Henson et al., 2009; Mann and Lazier, 2009; Menzel and Ryther, 1960; Steinberg et al., 2001], and, for the most, related to internal waves [Cullen et al., 2002] or by episodic events (as mesoscale oceanic structures [Johnson et al., 2010; McGillicuddy et al., 1998; McGillicuddy et al., 2007]) or atmospheric perturbations, i.e., cyclones or storms [Bates et al., 1998; Nelson, 1998]). At climatological scale, winter MLD is around 100 m in the ION and 125 m in the LEV [D’Ortenzio et al., 2005; Houpert et al., 2015], and $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$ lies generally too deep to be reached by the seasonal MLD overturning (Figure 4a). Thus, in the eastern basin, the probability that MLD is deeper than $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$ is low [Lavigne et al., 2013], limiting the possibility of an efficient NO$_3$ supply to the surface, all the more so as the $[\text{NO}_3]$ increase below $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$ is weak ($\sim$10 $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$, Figure 4b). Float data, introduced here, all located in “No Bloom” bioregions (bioregions #1, #2, and #3 in D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcâla [2009]), corroborate most of these findings. In general, float observations confirmed that winter MLD deepening events in the eastern basin were not intense enough to supply large amounts of NO$_3$ close to surface (at least during the 2013/2014 period). Moreover, the mean $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$ was always found deeper than the maximum winter MLD (Table 4), and even when the mean winter MLD (65 m) was comparable to the one observed in the NW Med (70 m), as in the LEV, the $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$ was never reached. However, the threshold values selected to estimate the depth of the interfaces (i.e., MLD and $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$) may bias these results. The sensitivity of the nitriline to the $1 \mu$M criterion was therefore assessed by considering a change by 50% on the selected threshold value (i.e., by considering a criterion varying from 0.5 to 1.5 $\mu$M). For the float data set, it results in a mean depth change of 8, 26, 39, and 71 m for the NW Med, TYR, ION, and LEV, respectively. The sensitivity of $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$ to the selected threshold value is then increasing eastward, as a consequence of a sharper gradient in the western basin than in the eastern one. However, it concerns less than 1.5% of the NO$_3$ stock from 0 to 1000 m depth, in both eastern and western basins. Thus, since increases in $[\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}$ were never observed in the ION and LEV time series, the MLD was truly never crossing the $Z_{\text{NO}_3}$, or, at least, only episodically, and, in any case, not enough to bring large amounts of nutrients to the surface layers. In others words, the deep NO$_3$ stock in the eastern Med regions is permanently out of reach of the seasonal MLD overturning.

5.2. Role of High-Frequency Processes in Shaping the $[\text{NO}_3]$ Seasonal Cycle

5.2.1 MLD Deepening Events in the NW Med

The comparative analysis between historical data set and float data demonstrated that the seasonal pattern of $[\text{NO}_3]$ in the NW Med is strongly affected by high-frequency (i.e., between days and months) processes. In particular, float data showed (Figure 6a, black line), that mechanisms controlling $[\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}$ are not continuous and constant processes. Conversely, they are driven by episodic and intense mixing processes, characterized by a succession of events lasting several days. Highly frequency events are not detected in the climatological analysis (i.e., Figure 3a) as they are, by their very nature, difficult to sample by ship. Most of them were associated with an increase in $[\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}$, and $[\text{NO}_3]_{\text{surf}}$ is maintained high, supported by regular MLD deepening events. Entrainment pulses of NO$_3$ into the euphotic layer by MLD deepening events were estimated (equation (5)).

$$N_{\text{surf}}(t) = \int_0^{\Delta t} \left[ \text{MLD}(t+\Delta t) \right] \frac{\text{NO}_3(z, t)}{\text{MLD}(t+\Delta t)} \, dz \cdot \left[ \text{Zeu}(t+\Delta t) \right] - \int_0^{\Delta t} \left[ \frac{\text{Zeu}(t)}{\text{MLD}(t+\Delta t)} \right] \frac{\text{NO}_3(z, t)}{\text{MLD}(t+\Delta t)} \, dz$$

In equation (5), $\text{NO}_3(t, z)$ is the $[\text{NO}_3]$ at a given depth, and for the profile acquired at time $t$. $N_{\text{surf}}(t)$ corresponds to the quantity of NO$_3$ (expressed in $\mu$mol m$^{-2}$) brought to the photic layer, $\text{Zeu}$, which was calculated from PAR profiles and estimated as the 1% light level depth, during the interval time, $\Delta t$ (i.e., between two profiles). The first right-hand term of equation (5) estimates the quantity of NO$_3$ that will be theoretically found in the photic layer at time $t+\Delta t$, assuming homogeneous $[\text{NO}_3]$ in the MLD. $N_{\text{surf}}(t)$ is then obtained by subtracting from this value the initial quantity of $[\text{NO}_3]$ measured in $\text{Zeu}$ $(t)$. Note that equation (5) does not take directly into account the $[\text{NO}_3]$ profile at time $t+\Delta t$, i.e., there is no assumption on NO$_3$ consumption between two consecutive profiles.
Inputs of [NO₃] depend to a large extent on the accuracy of the MLD estimate. Time series of the daily MLD modeled at the DYFAMED site [Heimbürger et al., 2013], by the Symphonie model [Herrmann and Somot, 2008; Marsaleix et al., 2008] over the 1995–2008 period, shows that a 3 day sampling may underestimate the MLD value by around 10%. The possible bias introduced by a MLD underestimation on NO₃ inputs was taken into account, given that during the well-mixed period the float performs measurements on a 3 day basis.

NO₃ inputs are maxima from December to February (4.1–4.9 x 10⁵ mol m⁻²) and represent about 60 to 70% of the total input by MLD deepening events. March–May period is also marked by the presence of some mixing events that are potentially able to bring nutrients to the surface and maintain high [NO₃]surf for several days (e.g., on 20 April 2013, 4 March 2014, and 21 March 2014). However, since the frequency of these events is low and the Z[NO₃] is found deeper, inputs are limited (1.6–2.9 x 10⁵ mol m⁻² over the period). MLD deepening events of same magnitude can also have different consequences depending on the depth of the nitracline. For example, the MLD deepening event on 20 April 2013 (MLD = 56 m) brought NO₃ up to the surface layer owing to a shallow nitracline, whereas the event occurring on 25 May (MLD ~ 58 m) was not associated with an increase in [NO₃] due to a deeper nitracline. Overall, the total input of NO₃ to the photic layer estimated from the float time series during 2013–2014 period (1 year) ranges from 0.6 to 0.8 mol m⁻².

The new production triggered by new nitrogen provided to the surface layer by MLD deepening events may be estimated in the range of 49–67 g C m⁻² (using the standard C:N ratio [Redfield, 1934], which is a typical value for the area [Severin et al., 2014; Tusseau Vuillemin et al., 1998]. When comparing with other physical processes, MLD deepening events appear as the main source of new N to the photic layer (about 100 times higher than the estimated diffusive flux in the area [Copin-Montégut, 2000; Moutin and Raimbault, 2002], and more than 10 times higher than the atmospheric deposition [Migon et al., 1989; Pasquier de Fommervault et al., 2015b]). These inputs are strongly determined by the “intermittency behavior” of the MLD that could not be properly resolved with standard measurements. This is a key point because the temporal variability of the nutrient flux is believed to drive the ecosystem response [Pasquero et al., 2005].

5.2.2. Role of Mesoscale in Subsurface Layer

The use of floats represents a step forward with respect to climatological studies. They provide an interpretation of the mean seasonal time series, considered as representative of a bioregion, although they could also identify the impact of small spatiotemporal scale perturbations over this seasonal cycle. The difference in environmental conditions between the Mediterranean regions (temperate sea and subtropical regimes in the NW Med and the eastern basin, respectively) determines, however, the way in which these processes may alter the seasonal dynamics of [NO₃]. In the NW Med, we demonstrated in the previous paragraph that the surface variability of [NO₃] is great, and, for the most, induced by the seasonal deepening of the MLD related to the atmospheric forcing. The small-scale perturbations are for the most induced by the high-frequency variability of the MLD. In the TYR, the influence of the small-scale perturbations is difficult to identify, as the duration of the time series is relatively too short. It may be stated, however, that the TYR insures exchanges between western and eastern basins [Krivosheia and Ovchinnikov, 1973; Hopkins, 1988], and that the area is thus characterized by complex circulation. One can mention the presence of different water masses [Astraldi et al., 2002], an intense mesoscale activity [Astraldi et al., 1999, 2002; Fernández et al., 2005; Rinaldi et al., 2010], and the coexistence of three bioregions [D’Ortenzio and Ribera d’Alcalà, 2009]. This peculiar situation may result in complex [NO₃] vertical distribution [Ribera d’Alcalà et al., 2009], likely to modulate the seasonal pattern over short-time scales, but this point cannot be elucidated any further here.

In the eastern basin, most of the variability of [NO₃] is observed at depth (below approximately 150 m), indicating an important and permanent decoupling of the surface and subsurface/deep dynamics. The subsurface temporal variability seems closely related to short time scale isopycnal displacement. Indeed, in subsurface (~300 m) float data for LEV and ION show that the variance on isopycnals is lower than the variance on isobars (Figure 7). In particular, it is up to 32 times smaller in the LEV, where the [NO₃] variability is the highest (i.e., [NO₃] values at 300 m depth vary from around 2 to 6 μM, Figure 7a; almost constant around 4 μM for [NO₃] at a fixed density, Figure 7b). Such a coorientation of [NO₃] with density is often observed because dynamical processes that vertically displace water masses with their properties are generally strong, compared to the biological pump [Ascani et al., 2013; Omand and Mahadevan, 2013; While and...
The variability of $[\text{NO}_3]$ on isobars (Figure 7a) is, however, intriguing, as it informs on the increase/decrease of the availability of $\text{NO}_3$ in the enlightened layer. In the ION, the analysis of altimetry-derived maps of SLA (Figure 8) suggests the presence, in the region sampled by the floats, of two different cyclonic structures, typically characterized by local minimum SLA [Isern-Fontanet et al., 2003; Morrow et al., 2004]. After being entrapped at the end of November (Figure 8b), the float escaped from the first structure, approximately 10 February. The float was then entrapped a second time (likely in a different cyclonic structure, following altimetry data and float trajectory, Figure 8c). During these two events, physical and chemical characteristics of the water column were modified, due to uplift/downlift of isopycnals, associated with cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies, respectively. Even if no increase was observed in surface, subsurface $[\text{NO}_3]$ values raised to be found around 4 $\mu$M at 300 m depth (Figures 7a and 10a). A correspondent decrease in temperature and salinity was also observed from the surface and up to 400 m (Figures 10b and 10c). The float definitively escaped from the second structure at the end of April and was then located in a positive SLA area (Figure 8d) for the whole summer period (from early May to the end of September). In this case, and conversely to two previous cyclonic structures, temperature and salinity anomalies are positive and $[\text{NO}_3]$ decreases in subsurface to reach minimum relative
values (compare blue and red profiles, Figure 10a). Overall, main changes in temperature, salinity, and $[\text{NO}_3]$ were observed from 100 to 500 m.

The same analysis of altimetry-derived maps conducted in the LEV (Figure 9) confirms the presence of dynamical structures in the vicinity of the float. A first important event was recorded from late August to early December 2013. During this period, the float was entrapped in an anticyclonic structure, as observed by altimetry (Figure 9a), which strongly modified temperature and salinity distributions of the water column. From around 100 to 600 m depth, temperature increased, whereas salinity decreased below 100 m, increasing only from 300 to 600 m (Figures 11b and 11c, red line). Simultaneously, $[\text{NO}_3]$ significantly decreased in the 100–600 m-depth layer (Figure 11a) as a consequence of an isopycnal downlift. For a limited period (about 3 weeks in November), the float moved to the border of the structure (sampling then slightly higher $[\text{NO}_3]$ in subsurface, Figure 7a), although it escaped definitively only in December. Successively (from end of December to February), the float moved in a region on the border of a cyclonic structure (Figure 9b). It is striking that when the float approaches the center of the cyclonic structures (i.e., 25 December 2013 and 24 January 2014), peaks are observed in the subsurface $[\text{NO}_3]$, indicating the general positive feedback of cyclonic structures in nutrient refueling in surface and subsurface (Figure 7a). From March, the float definitively left this cyclonic structure, to be, however, entrapped in a second one, as shown by its trajectory.
compared to satellite SLA (Figure 8c). The float finally escaped from the second cyclonic structure at the end of April. These two eddies were typically characterized by low temperature and high salinity in subsurface (Figures 11b and 11c, blue lines).

Overall, in the eastern basin of the Med, the NO$_3$ subsurface variability could be directly explained by the recurrent, though chaotic and episodic, occurrence of mesoscale structures, which are persistently detected in the basin [e.g., D’Ortenzio et al., 2003; Hamad et al., 2006; Taupier-Letage, 2008; Hamad et al., 2006; Millot and Taupier-Letage, 2005]. Such processes are almost impossible to observe with traditional shipboard hydrographic methods, being too weak and too rapid to be detected, and largely underestimated, on a global scale [McGillicuddy and Robinson, 1997; McGillicuddy et al., 1998]. Our data confirm that mesoscale features could be a potential vehicle for nutrient transport in subsurface in oligotrophic environment and then may play an important role in controlling phytoplankton growth in the eastern basin all along the year. This will be further discussed in section 5.3.

5.3. Effect of [NO$_3$] Dynamics on [Chl] Distribution

The availability of nutrients is a key point to understand phytoplankton distribution, often estimated from [Chl] measurements [Cullen, 1982; Strickland et al., 1969]. In this section, [NO$_3$] and [Chl] float measurements are simultaneously analyzed to assess the impact of [NO$_3$] on the seasonal cycle of [Chl] in the four considered regions.
Overall, in all sampled areas, a summer Deep Chlorophyll Maximum (DCM) that deepens eastward is observed and confirms results from previous studies [Crise et al., 1999; Lavigne et al., 2015; Moutin and Raimbault, 2002] (Figure 12). In the NW Med, the DCM is observed at depths close to the Z\(_{NO3}\) during the summer period (Figure 12a). In autumn, the DCM depth decreases, and the DCM disappears in winter, during MLD deepening events. Phytoplankton cells are likely redistributed over several dozen meters, which leads to an increase in [Chl] surface values. Surface increase occurs together with an increase in total [Chl] that starts when NO\(_3\) becomes abundant in surface (i.e., in December). Total [Chl] shifts from 20 to 50–70 mg m\(^{-2}\) and remains high throughout the entire winter season, owing to regular NO\(_3\) inputs. Rapid decrease in [NO\(_3\)] between two successive events confirms that the NO\(_3\) stock is consumed in surface during winter and probably sustains phytoplankton production. Note, however, that [NO\(_3\)] in surface remains high, suggesting that the NO\(_3\) refueling is faster than its uptake by biota. Maximum values are observed in March/April (total Chl > 120 mg m\(^{-2}\)), concomitantly to a sharp decrease in [NO\(_3\)]\(_{surf}\). During this period, MLD deepening events occur less frequently, which favors, on the one hand, phytoplankton growth, but limits, on the other hand, [NO\(_3\)] inputs. Therefore, in the NW Med, where the MLD reaches Z\(_{NO3}\), a spring bloom is observed. Additionally, high-frequency events of MLD deepening during winter also sustain a significant winter production. In the others areas, the winter increase in surface [Chl] is concomitant with the deepening of the MLD. However, no simultaneous increase in total [Chl] was observed, and, therefore, this should not reflect any actual increase in biomass. Indeed, the Z\(_{NO3}\) constantly deeper than the MLD confirms that NO\(_3\) is not available at surface and that Chl is likely redistributed on the vertical (i.e., it does not result from new production).
Float data also provide an unrivalled opportunity to track the phytoplankton response to NO3 vertical distribution at short time scale. In the ION and the LEV, our results demonstrate that mesoscale processes do impact on NO3 subsurface distribution, the Chl vertical distribution (and then the DCM) could be likely modulated by mesoscale characteristics. When LEV and ION floats were located in anticyclonic structures (characterized by a deepening of the ZNO3), a reduction in subsurface [Chl] was observed, as a consequence of the [NO3] decrease (Figures 12c and 12d, areas indicated by A). For example, in the ION, when the float was entrapped in the anticyclonic structure at the end of the time series, subsurface [Chl] was at its minimum level. Similarly, in the LEV, [Chl] in subsurface sharply decreased from around 0.4 to 0.25 mg m\(^{-3}\) in late August 2013, again under anticyclonic conditions. The role of cyclonic structures appears less obvious. An increase in subsurface [Chl] was observed when the ZNO3 was close to the surface (e.g., from April to March 2014 in the ION, and from January to May 2014 in the LEV), although not systematically (e.g., from December 2013 to February 2014 in the ION). The data suggest that the potential positive feedback of cyclonic structures on the Chl depends on the relative depths of the different interfaces (i.e., DCM, ZNO3, and MLD). Further investigations would be required to clarify this point.

6. Conclusion
For the first time in the Med, [NO3] distribution was analyzed using float measurements. This resulted in an unprecedented set of reliable high-frequency [NO3] data that allows the monitoring of a complete annual cycle in four different areas (NW Med, TYR, ION, and LEV).

1. Float data confirm the classical view of the basin, namely the west-to-east decrease of [NO3] and the nitracline deepening and weakening.
2. The nitracline (depth and shape) plays a role at least as important as the MLD in controlling annual cycles.
3. The NW Med is the only area where the MLD exceeds by far the ZNO3, and where a significant increase in [NO3]surf is observed in winter (temperate-like dynamics), with values greater than 6 \(\mu M\). In the other
areas, the MLD never crosses the $Z_{NO_3}$, and $[NO_3]_{surf}$ is permanently around 0 $\mu$M (subtropical dynamics).

4. In the NW Med, most of the variability is observed at surface and seasonal physical processes mainly control $[NO_3]$ distribution and $[NO_3]$ seasonal cycle. Conversely, seasonal processes poorly constrain $[NO_3]$ distribution in the other areas (although it is difficult to conclude for the case of TYR) and most of the variability is observed at subsurface.

5. The MLD deepening in the NW Med is characterized by a succession of events that may not be well depicted at climatological scale (i.e., with standard measurements).

6. The frequency and the number of deepening events are key parameters that largely control the quantity of $[NO_3]$ supplied to the photic layer (i.e., usable by primary producers) in the NW Med. Beyond a certain worth, the depth reached by the MLD (classical point of view) is secondary.

7. Mesoscale structures strongly impact the vertical $[NO_3]$ distribution, being furthermore the primary source of variability over the eastern basin.

8. The observed differences in the $NO_3$ seasonal dynamics of the different basins are reflected by different Chl responses. Interactions between [Chl] and $[NO_3]$ fields at shorter time scales are, however, complex and require further measurements and analyses.

9. Therefore, there are limitations in interpreting the data, particularly with respect to phosphate in the eastern basin where the discrepancy between nitracline and phosphacline depth can reach almost 100 m [Pujo-Pay et al., 2011].

10. In June 2014, 14 Bio-Argo floats, all equipped with a SUNA sensor, were deployed in the whole Med (second NAOS deployment wave). This data set will allow to confirm or refute some statements of this paper and to go deeper in interannual analysis of the $[NO_3]$ field.
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